DENVER IS VICTOR

Chosen as Home of Mining Congress by a Majority of 29.

PEACE AND GOOD WILL

Yesterday's Fight Is Forgotten and Salt Lake Proves a Game Loser
The Tale of Oregon

KNIGHTS ARRIVE

Visitors of Templar Army Received by Portland Masons.

GLOS IS PACIFIC COAST CHAMPION

Defeats Shipper of Vancouver in Single Shell Event at the Regatta—Atlanta Festivities Near Close.

PORTLAND GIRL'S BEAUTY IS IDEAL

SHE MIGHT BE YOUR GIRL! A JEWEL IN THE CROWN OF BEAUTY IS THE YOUNG LADY WHO WILL BE CELEBRATED TOMORROW AT THE REGATTA IN SAVANNAH. FROM THE WEST TO THE EAST, THROUGH THE LAND, THE NAME OF THE LADY IS KNOWN AND RECOGNIZED. A STEP IN HER DEBUT. THROUGH HER FAMOUS FATHER, SHE WILL BE THE STAR OF THE SHOW. HE MAY NOT BE AS FAMOUS AS SHE IS, BUT HE IS AN OUTSTANDING FIGURE IN HIS FIELD. AN INTELLIGENT AND AMBITIOUS GIRL, SHE HAS THE SUCCESS OF HER FATHER AND SHE WILL GLORIOUSLY DEFEND IT.

APPROACH PORTLAND

Forest Fires Rage Within Four Miles of the City Limits.

MAY TURN TO A SIEGE

Indications Are That Japan Has Abandoned Assauds on Fortress.

Sylvan Is Devastated

Kuroki Is to Attack

SEVEN DIE IN OIL FIRE IN GERMANY

STEEL TRUST ENTERS THE PHIPPS QUARREL

CITY OF PORTLAND

The Oregon Journal

The Woggle Bug is Coming to Town!

He's a cheerful chap and a delight to the children. You will find something about him and his friends in our Sunday's Journal.

The Journal's five-story rainbow gnomes will be in print- ing next Sunday's paper and will show the people of Oregon something new in the line of hand-made cartoon. There will be two color sections instead of one as heretofore. All the many pictures that Swamson and Outer and the rest of the Journal's artists will be used together with some new features never seen in Portland before. These incidental attractions are supplementary to a news service which is not equalled in the state. An elaborate special service gives the Journal the news of the world presented in concise, attractive form. The local service of the Journal long age distanced competition and kept up its pace.

Israel Zangwill, author of "The Children of the Ghetto" and many other famous books, contributes to Sunday's Journal his newest story. All the other famous writers whose work lends attractiveness to the Journal's pages are represented by bright, interesting and instructive stories.

If you want all the news and a pleasant afternoon of magazine reading, you can find both in The Sunday Journal.